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The H in (7) is not differentiable in zs (s=1, 2), and that therefore   s H z ∂ ∂  is not defined. 
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3 ) This is the definition given by Chambers and Quiggin, illustrated by their example of allocating labour to either 
building a dam, or applying irrigation (Chambers and Quiggin (2000) p. 39). Rasmussen (2003) uses the term strictly 
state-allocable inputs to characterize this type of input to differentiate it from the more general definition. 
4 ) This more general case includes the Chamber and Quiggin definition as a special case. 
5 ) Thus, the input ”Fertilizers” is considered a state-allocable input if one type of fertilizer (type a) is more produc-
tive in state 1 than in state 2 and another (type b) is more productive in state 2 than in state 1 (notice, that both types 
may be productive in both states). 
6 ) A pesticide is thus termed state-allocable if, when applied with a spray-nozzle of type a, the pesticide is more 
productive in e.g. states 1 and 2 than in state 3, and if the pesticide is applied using spray-nozzle of type b, the pesti-
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∂∂ ∑∑      ( i = 1,..., n)   (10a) 
















































































   (i, j = 1,..., n)         (12) 
 














     ( s = 1,..., S)     (13a) 
 






















































    (i, j = 1,..., n)     (15) 
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8 ) To simplify, only production uncertainty (and not price uncertainty) is explicitly considered in the following.  
9 ) (Moschini and Hennessy 2001) give a good review of the published research on identifying risk preferences (the 

























































3.1. Choice of Utility Function. 






λ − =−           (25) 
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10 ) See (Dillon and Anderson 1990) p. 125 who use this term to describe the slope in EV-space.    18
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  Additive:    () tt zf ε =+ x        (50) 
 
  Multiplicative:  () tt zfε = x        (51) 
 





                                                 
11 ) In the EU approach, much energy is used in choosing a type of distribution (Normal, beta, etc) and 
estimating the parameters, typically the expected value and the variance (Dillon and Anderson 1990; 



































                                                 
12 ) For further introduction to the approach in the EU-model, see for instance (Dillon and Anderson 1990) 
13 ) I use the term registered state to describe the way in which a state is actually (empirically) registered. If not all 
relevant state-variables are registered or if the registered level of the individual state-variables is uncertain, then the 
state description is incomplete. A real state is the actual state, which exists independently of being registered or not. 

























   (, ) s ss zfε = x      (




























































  (, ) s ss zfγ = x      (s = 2, 5, 6, 8)         (55) 
 



























  (, , ) s ss s zfγ η = x      (s = 1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 10)     (56) 
 











































                                                 
14 ) Although the demonstration is based on a simple text book example, it reveals both the demand for data and the 




  w2   =     4          (58) 








  1 π   =     0.625 
























                                                 
15 ) All optimizations were carried out using the solver CONOPT3 in GAMS (GAMS Development Corporation 















CERTAINTY          
 ‐ State 1  275  230  306  459  459 
 ‐ State 2  610  3,052  6,104  3,052  3,052 
(Average)  (401)  (1,288)  (2,480)   (1,431) 
UNCERTAINTY          
Risk‐neutral  170  272  466  388  388 
‐ State 1       371  222 
‐ State 2       415  664 
Risk‐averse A  175  237  389  366  376 
 ‐ State 1       360  322 
 ‐ State 2       375  466 
Risk‐averse B  171  253  425  375  385 
 ‐ State 1       364  276 
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Using this value of A in (60) yields  1 Wq ∂ ∂ = 0.832 > 0.625 =  1 π  and  2 Wq ∂ ∂ = 0.167 < 0.375 
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